Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Epilepsy is a chronic, neurologic disorder caused by excessive and abnormal electrical discharges, with a prevalence of 0.4-1% of population.\[[@ref1][@ref2][@ref3]\] Broadly speaking, epilepsies are classified into focal (partial) and generalized subtypes. Partial seizures originate from a focal area in the brain, whereas generalized seizures originate from both hemispheres. Partial seizures are subclassified into two forms -- simple partial, without loss of any consciousness; and complex partial, with loss of consciousness. Partial seizures can spread and become secondary generalized seizures. It has been noted that approximately 30% of partial seizures are refractory to antiepileptic medications.\[[@ref4][@ref5]\] Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an excellent and potent tool for detecting anatomical and structural anomalies in the cerebral hemispheres. The advent of high-resolution 3 T scanners, which are capable of producing three-dimensional volumetric datasets with submillimeter resolution, has further enhanced the potency of MR imaging in detecting epileptogenic foci. However, it must be noted that in patients suffering from idiopathic generalized epilepsy, MR imaging is of little or no benefit.\[[@ref6]\] In epilepsy surgery, high-resolution MR imaging at 3 T plays a critical role in detecting the epileptogenic focus, pre-surgical mapping of the focus in relation to the eloquent cortex, and in post-surgical mapping of treatment bed to evaluate for complications, assess the treatment margins for failure of surgery, and look for residual and or recurrent disease. MR imaging data cannot be used in isolation, and it is vital to correlate this data and assess for concordance with clinical and electrophysiological data.

Background of Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging {#sec1-2}
===================================================

Functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) imaging is a qualitative and indirect measuring tool used to detect and localize brain activity. Detection of MR signal changes allows the mapping of neural networks involved in a particular task. The foundation of fMRI is based on the principle that neuronal activation and cerebral blood flow (CBF) are coupled, and an increase in neuronal activity is associated with a localized increase in the regional blood flow, accompanied by an increase in the amount of deoxyhemoglobin formed at the venous end of the capillary network. This synergistic effect originating from neuronal activation produces rapid changes in the MR signal, resulting in T2 shortening and the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal, and is called the hemodynamic response (HDR). Critically, HDR lags the triggering neuronal activity by approximately 1-2 sec and rises rapidly to its peak at about 4-6 sec after the activity. If neuronal activity persists, the HDR and BOLD signal would tend to plateau, and if it stops, the HDR and BOLD signal would regress to fall below the original levels. Hence, the HDR response would typically last for at least 10 sec. Logothetis\[[@ref7]\] suggested that the majority of the BOLD signal is derived from synaptic activity. In fMRI studies, TR is the principal parameter, and can vary from very short (500 msec) to very long (3 sec) times. Current MR imaging techniques at 3 T allow for whole-brain acquisition with submillimeter resolution, but most studies have a voxel size near 4-5 mm. The temporal resolution of the present-day scanners does not allow for assessment of interaction between individual regions in a particular network, but only helps to identify the broad distribution of regions involved in the neural network governing a particular task.

Structural MR Imaging Technique {#sec1-3}
===============================

Neuroimaging is not required in all patients with epilepsy. On MR imaging, identification of epileptogenic lesions can pose a significant diagnostic challenge, and may result in the generation of MR negative reports. Solving this problem necessitates the implementation of a dedicated high-resolution MR imaging epilepsy protocol. [Illustration 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the high-resolution MR imaging epilepsy protocol at 3 T used at our institution.

![MR imaging protocol at 3 T](IJRI-24-22-g001){#F1}

MR Imaging of Epileptogenic Lesions {#sec1-4}
===================================

Focal (partial) epilepsy is caused by a broad subset of etiologies, which may be classified into five major categories: hippocampal sclerosis \[HS\]; malformations of cortical development (MCD); neoplasms; vascular abnormalities; and miscellaneous pathologies which include intracortical scarring and infections.

Hippocampal sclerosis {#sec2-1}
---------------------

In patients with epilepsy, the hippocampal complex is the most vulnerable and frequently affected structure and represents the most frequently observed abnormality in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE).\[[@ref8][@ref9][@ref10]\] Small minorities of adult patients with newly diagnosed epilepsy have HS.\[[@ref6][@ref11]\] In children with refractory focal epilepsy, focal cortical dysplasia and tumors are the most common etiologies, rather than HS. The most striking changes are visualized in CA1, also known as the "Sommer\'s sector," in which neuronal loss is always present. Similar, but less severe changes may also be visualized in CA3, hilus of the dentate gyrus, and CA2,\[[@ref12]\] and are often accompanied by severe astrogliosis. MR imaging features of hippocampal sclerosis includes hippocampal atrophy, which is the most common feature, increased T2W signal, and loss of internal structure \[[Figure 1](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. Associated findings include: widened hippocampal and choroidal fissures, enlarged ipsilateral temporal horn, reduced gray--white matter differentiation in the ipsilateral anterior temporal lobe \[which may be due to an underlying type I focal cortical dysplasia (FCD)\], ipsilateral temporal lobe atrophy, ipsilateral amygdala atrophy and increased T2W signal, abnormalities involving the entorhinal cortex, and atrophy of the ipsilateral mammillary body and posterior fornix. Unilateral hippocampal sclerosis may diffusely involve the hippocampal complex or may be localized to the anterior region affecting only the head, and is a less frequent cause of refractory focal TLE. In many patients, the contralateral hippocampal complex may be involved, though the changes may be asymmetric. Bilateral involvement has been reported in about 10% of adult patients with medically refractory epilepsy. These patients are more prone for secondary generalized seizures, and have associated cognitive deficits \[[Figure 2](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\]. Hippocampal sclerosis may co-exist with a second pathology, which may critically impact prognostication of seizure outcome in patients who undergo surgery \[[Figure 3](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. This often overlooked fact highlights the need for obtaining high-resolution scans at 3 T to exclude or detect a second pathology in patients with hippocampal sclerosis.

![Unilateral right hippocampal sclerosis. Oblique T2W (A) and T1W inversion recovery (B) coronal images reveal diffuse hippocampal atrophy, increased T2W signal, and loss of internal architecture (white arrows)](IJRI-24-22-g002){#F2}

![Post-encephalitic bilateral hippocampal sclerosis. Oblique T2W (A) and T1W inversion recovery (B) coronal, and reconstructed coronal FLAIR (C) images demonstrate bilateral diffuse hippocampal atrophy, increased T2W signal, and loss of internal architecture (white arrows)](IJRI-24-22-g003){#F3}

![Unilateral right hippocampal sclerosis with ipsilateral occipital intracortical scar. Reconstructed axial (A, B) and sagittal (C) 3D FLAIR images demonstrate diffuse right hippocampal atrophy with increased T2W signal and loss of internal architecture (white arrows), associated with an intracortical scar and subcortical gliosis in the right occipital lobe (yellow arrows)](IJRI-24-22-g004){#F4}

Malformations of cortical development {#sec2-2}
-------------------------------------

Development of the cerebral cortex is a complex process, and can be divided into three major but partially overlapping steps, which are cell proliferation, cell migration, and cortical organization. Disruption of these sequential and critical steps produces characteristic structural abnormalities with typical sulcation and gyral abnormalities, which are described as MCDs. MCDs are a major cause of drug-resistant epilepsy, and the role of surgical treatment of refractory epilepsy due to localized MCD is well established. Certain functional aspects of MCDs are poorly understood, including the reason for preservation of function within the dysplastic cortex or the cortical reorganization that results in shift of functions outside the MCDs. MCDs may be diffuse or focal; the diffuse form is seen in cases such as lissencephaly which are often associated with generalized seizures and cognitive decline and are poor candidates for elective surgery; the focal form is seen in cases of focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), heterotopia, and polymicrogyria which are amenable to surgery. However, it must be noted that the goal of surgery is to resect the epileptogenic zone or the ictal origin zone, and not only epileptogenic lesion.

Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) -- Taylor *et al*.,\[[@ref13]\] first described FCD as a distinct subtype of MCD. FCD represents a broad spectrum of abnormalities involving the laminar structure of the cerebral cortex. Tassi *et al*.,\[[@ref14]\] recognized three major histopathologic patterns of FCD including architectural dysplasia, cytoarchitectural dysplasia, and Taylor-type cortical dysplasia. Palmini *et al*.,\[[@ref15]\] first described the pathological classification of FCDs and broadly segregated FCDs into Type I and II forms \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\]. In 2011, the ad hoc task force of the International League against Epilepsy (ILAE) proposed a consensus classification system for FCD \[[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}\].\[[@ref16]\] Patients with mild or type I FCDs may or may not have epilepsy. Type I FCDs can be subtle or undetectable on high-resolution MR imaging at 3 T \[[Figure 4](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\]. Characteristic findings of type II FCDs include the presence of subcortical T2 hyperintensity extending to the ventricle, focal cortical thickening, blurring of the gray matter-white matter junction, and gray matter T2 hyperintensity \[Figures [5](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F7){ref-type="fig"}\]. Dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumors (DNETs) \[[Figure 7](#F8){ref-type="fig"}\] and gangliogliomas \[[Figure 8](#F9){ref-type="fig"}\] are benign neoplasms, which are often associated with medically refractory partial seizures, and may represent the extreme end of the FCD spectrum. These tumors are associated with abnormal cytoarchitecture and dysmorphic neurons and glial cells in the adjacent cortices.\[[@ref17][@ref18]\] FCD has been associated with dual pathologies including hippocampal sclerosis.Heterotopia represents the presence of clusters of normal neurons in abnormal locations. Heterotopias are classified into three major groups including periventricular heterotopia, subcortical heterotopia (laminar or nodular), and leptomeningeal heterotopia. Periventricular heterotopia may either be unilateral or bilateral, and is located along the margins of the lateral ventricle \[[Figure 9](#F10){ref-type="fig"}\]. The overlying cortex is mostly normal, but occasionally abnormal cortical folding may result if the heterotopia is located close to the depth of a sulcus. Subcortical nodular heterotopia represents focal accumulations of gray matter nodules extending from the ventricular margin to the cortex, with thinning of the overlying cortex. Subcortical band heterotopia \[[Figure 10](#F11){ref-type="fig"}\], also called "double cortex syndrome," is a form of diffuse gray matter heterotopia. The thickness of the band of gray matter predicts the configuration and thickness of the overlying cerebral cortex and white matter.Polymicrogyria is characterized by excessive number of abnormally small gyri that produce a characteristic "bumpy" cortical surface \[[Figure 11](#F12){ref-type="fig"}\]. Polymicrogyria may be associated with various genetic mutations, metabolic disorders, congenital cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection, and multiple congenital anomaly syndromes. Polymicrogyria may be localized to a discrete region of a hemisphere and, in such cases, the abnormal cortex tends to retain its functionality \[[Figure 12](#F13){ref-type="fig"}\]. When the polymicrogyric cortex involves a large portion of or an entire hemisphere, the involved hemisphere is often hypoplastic, with a high incidence of cortical reorganization.

###### 

Palmini\'s classification of focal cortical dysplasia (2004)

![](IJRI-24-22-g005)

###### 

ILAE classification of focal cortical dysplasia (2011)

![](IJRI-24-22-g006)

![Focal cortical dysplasia Type I. Oblique T2W (A-D) and FLAIR (E-H) coronal images demonstrate subtle hyperintense signal changes in the left anterior temporal white matter, with blurring of the cortical-subcortical interphase (white arrows)](IJRI-24-22-g007){#F5}

![Focal cortical dysplasia Type IIB of transmantle subtype in a 26-year-old woman with complex partial seizures. Focal cortical thickening with intracortical hyperintense signal and blurring of the cortical--subcortical interphase is visualized within the middle temporal gyrus (white arrows). Note a wedge-shaped tag of FLAIR hyperintense signal extending through the temporal white matter to the lateral margin of the temporal horn, confirming the transmantle subtype](IJRI-24-22-g008){#F6}

![Focal cortical dysplasia Type IIB (bottom of sulcus dysplasia) in a 26-year-old patient with complex partial seizures. Cortical thickening with intracortical hyperintense signal and blurring of the cortical-subcortical interphase is visualized along the depth of the left superior frontal sulcus (white arrows). Note a thin comet tail of gray matter coursing through the frontal white matter between the dysplastic cortex and the ventricular margin](IJRI-24-22-g009){#F7}

![Dysembryoblastic neuroepithelial tumor (DNET) in a 17-year-old patient. Axial (A) and coronal (B) T2W, post-contrast FLAIR (D), T1W coronal (C), axial (E), and sagittal (F) images demonstrate a non-enhancing left intracortical lesion with cortical thickening and a "soap bubble appearance" located within the postero-lateral cortex of the left frontal lobe involving also the fronto-parietal posterior operculum cortex (white arrows). Note subtle scalloping of the overlying inner table (yellow arrow)](IJRI-24-22-g010){#F8}

![Ganglioglioma in a 21-year-old patient. T2W (A), T1W (B) and post-contrast T1W axial images, T2W (D), FLAIR (E), and post-contrast T1W coronal (F) images reveal a discrete complex intracortical lesion with the posterior temporal lobe located within the middle temporal gyrus, causing smooth scalloping of the inner table (white arrows). The lesion consists of intracortical cysts and small enhancing nodular structures, and is associated with thickening of the adjacent cortex, suggestive of a co-existent cortical dysplasia (yellow arrow)](IJRI-24-22-g011){#F9}

![An 18-year-old with seizures since 3 years and abnormal behavior with subependymal heterotopia. Video-EEG showed right frontal spiking with ictal onset zone. Oblique T1W inversion recovery coronal image demonstrates a nodular structure isointense with the cerebral cortex, along the anterior tip of the frontal horn of the right lateral ventricle (white arrows)](IJRI-24-22-g012){#F10}

![Double cortex syndrome in a 19-year-old patient with generalized seizures since 6 years (complex partial seizures with secondary generalization). Axial 3D T1W (A) and oblique coronal T1W inversion recovery (B) images demonstrate an abnormal continuous band of heterotopic gray matter in both cerebral hemispheres (white arrows), interposed between the cortex and ventricular margins and separated by bands of white matter](IJRI-24-22-g013){#F11}

![Polymicrogyria in a 39-year-old subject. Multiplanar 3D T1W gradient echo sequence reconstructed in the axial (A), coronal (B), and sagittal (C) planes demonstrates a polymicrogyric cortex involving the right posterior perisylvian temporo-parietal cortex extending into the posterior and mid insular cortex (white arrows)](IJRI-24-22-g014){#F12}

![Right hemispheric perisylvian polymicrogyria, with preservation of cortical functionality. The left-hand motor task (A) involved repetitive passive clenching of the fingers, and elicited activation in the superolateral aspect of the polymicrogyric cortex (pink blob). Tongue movements (D) generated bilateral cortical activations, with activation located just beneath, and there was a subtle overlap with the left-hand task activation (red blob). (B-C) and (E-F) show overlay images of left hand motor and tongue activations over the polymicrogyric cortex](IJRI-24-22-g015){#F13}

Neoplasms {#sec2-3}
---------

Neoplasms often manifest clinically as seizures, and constitute 2-4% of epileptogenic substrates in the general epilepsy population. A particular subset of neoplasms referred to as epilepsy-associated developmental tumors, including ganglioglioma, gangliocytoma, desmoplastic infantile ganglioglioma (DIG), DNET, and pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma (PXA), are cortical based. These entities represent World Health Organization (WHO) grade I benign/low-grade tumors, contain varying amounts of glial and neural elements, and have low proliferation index, without perilesional edema or mass effect, and may remodel the calvarium. DNET and ganglioglioma represent an extreme form of FCD. The role of fMRI imaging in the pre- and postoperative assessment of CNS neoplasms is beyond the scope of this article.

Vascular abnormalities {#sec2-4}
----------------------

Arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) and cavernomas are the most common vascular malformations causing seizures in epilepsy patients. In AVMs, various mechanisms for the development of seizures have been postulated which include focal cerebral ischemia from steal phenomena due to shunting, and gliosis and hemorrhage in the parenchyma.\[[@ref19]\] Cavernomas are well-circumscribed vascular spaces with the absence of intervening neural tissue within the lesion \[[Figure 13](#F14){ref-type="fig"}\]. In patients with congenital or acquired vascular anomalies, the intensity of the acquired BOLD fMRI signal may be diminished in the eloquent cortex adjacent to the epileptogenic lesion. This is an epiphenomenon, which is secondary to rapid shunting of blood from the eloquent cortex, and may result in misinterpretation of the functional data. In all our patients with vascular malformations, we perform perfusion studies to assess alterations in regional blood flow parameters prior to interpreting the BOLD fMRI results.

![Right parietal lobe cavernoma. Axial T2W (A), 3D T1W (B), TOF MR angiogram (C), VENBOLD (D), post-contrast T1W (E), and coronal post-contrast T1W (F) images demonstrate a cavernoma and an accompanying DVA in the right superior parietal lobule (white arrows). During the left-hand task (sequential finger tapping), activation is seen in the vicinity of the hand knob (orange blob), which is separated from the lesion by one complete gyrus. During the left-foot task (clenching of toes), activations are identified in the right paracentral lobule (green blob)](IJRI-24-22-g016){#F14}

Miscellaneous {#sec2-5}
-------------

These include a broad spectrum of pathologies including intracortical gliosis \[[Figure 14](#F15){ref-type="fig"}\], perinatal insults \[[Figure 15](#F16){ref-type="fig"}\], post-traumatic epilepsy, infections, Rasmussen\'s encephalitis, neurocutaneous syndromes (tuberous sclerosis) \[[Figure 16](#F17){ref-type="fig"}\], and Sturge--Weber syndrome. Intracortical gliosis is the end result of a wide spectrum of pathologies, including head injury, infarcts, and infection. MR imaging findings include intracortical and subcortical white matter T2 fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) hyperintensity, penciling of the cortex, and localized volume loss with sulcal widening, with or without ventricular enlargement. Typical perinatal injuries arising from either ischemic, hypoglycemic, or a combination of both entities produce typical patterns of brain damage, which depend on the timing and severity of the insult. Post-traumatic epilepsy is considered a specialized form of epilepsy, and results from shearing injuries with or without hemorrhagic transformation. The common sites of injury are along the regions of the brain in close proximity to the skull base, especially the basifrontal and inferior temporal lobes and the fronto-temporal poles.

![A 22-year-old male with left posterior perisylvian intracortical scar. 3D sagittal T1W (A) and axial FLAIR (B) images demonstrate a localized intracortical gliotic scar in the left lateral, posterior perisylvian cortex and the lateral cortical surface of the superior temporal, angular, and supramarginal gyri (white arrows). Note that the scarring in the posterior insular region is located close to but does not involve Heschl\'s gyrus and also distorts the central sulcus. fMRI studies of the language networks revealed dominant left lateralization of the language networks on the silent verb (C), word generation (D), and comprehension (E) tasks. Activations were identified in the left inferior frontal gyrus, bilateral ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, and lateral frontal association areas, and right \> left activations were identified in the posterior temporal and left parietal cortex. The language activations in the left parietal lobe are in proximity with the posterior margin of the scar](IJRI-24-22-g017){#F15}

![A 7-year-old patient with global developmental delay. T2W axial (A) and coronal (B) images demonstrate sequelae of hypoglycemic injury, with asymmetric cortical scarring involving bilateral medial occipital cortices, large on right, and subcortical white matter injury and gliosis in the occipital white matter (yellow arrows)](IJRI-24-22-g018){#F16}

![A 1-year-old patient with tuberous sclerosis. Axial FLAIR images reveal numerous cortical tubers with subcortical hyperintensity in bilateral frontal and temporal and left occipital lobes. Axial T1W images reveal tiny high-signal subependymal hamartomas around the caudothalamic grooves and margins of the atria of lateral ventricles (yellow arrows)](IJRI-24-22-g019){#F17}

fMRI Imaging Paradigms {#sec1-5}
======================

Task designs are either block- or event-related paradigms. Both designs are based on the subtraction paradigm, which assumes that conditions differ in only the cognitive process of interest and differences in the BOLD signal between these two conditions reflects the differing cognitive process. The choice of selecting the task and control conditions is critical as a selected stimulus must be sufficient to elicit a HDR. Cognitive abnormalities are common in patients suffering from medically refractory epilepsy, and task selection plays a vital role in eliciting a good HDR. This is exemplified to a great extent in our country due to vast regional differences in culture and language. Most studies employ a block design, in which the patients are required to regulate the BOLD signal for usually 15-30 sec followed by a rest block of similar duration. Block designs are less sensitive to delays arising from task switching and slow BOLD response. Various statistical methods are available to evaluate intravoxel changes in the BOLD signal between the task and rest phases; however, many of these methods use extremely rigid thresholds, which result in deletion or addition of regions of brain activation involved in a particular network. Of note, clinically applicable thresholds vary among patient subsets, the type of paradigms used, and needs to assessed on an individual basis with due relevance for the surgical intervention which has been planned for the patient.

Motor and sensory tasks {#sec2-6}
-----------------------

The current gold standard to detect cortical functional organization is electrical cortical stimulation (ECS). However, ECS is an imprecise technique, disrupts cortical function, and may trigger seizures. Other techniques to map the sensorimotor strip without disrupting the cortical function include somatosensory evoked potentials, fMRI, and electrocorticography (ECoG). Wray *et al*.,\[[@ref20]\] compared all four techniques for pre-surgical localization of the sensorimotor cortex in pediatric patients undergoing epilepsy surgery. They concluded from their study results that though these modalities produced concordant localization of cortical sensorimotor function in children, ECoG was most likely to localize the sensorimotor cortex, whereas ECS was more likely to fail to localize the sensorimotor cortex. Various studies have attempted to compare fMRI with ECoG, and these have depicted a good correlation between the two modalities.\[[@ref21][@ref22]\]

Sensorimotor tasks are the most reliable and reproducible of fMRI imaging paradigms.\[[@ref23][@ref24][@ref25][@ref26]\] These paradigms are a block design of either motor movement or sensory stimulation compared with rest. The motor strip may be identified with sequential or non-sequential finger counting, finger tapping, tongue wiggling or rolling, and lip smacking. In patients with hemiparesis or MCDs such as polymicrogyria, fine finger movements may be difficult to perform and may result in motion-induced artifacts. Alternatively, in such cases, active or passive clenching of the hand or toes may be performed. The supplementary motor area also needs to be identified in the paracentral lobule. Brushing or manual stroking of these areas may help to identify the sensory strip. The visual task is an extremely reliable task, with flashing checkerboards shown during the activation period and a blank screen shown during the rest period \[[Figure 17](#F18){ref-type="fig"}\]. In our experience, it is extremely critical to identify sensorimotor cortex when planning extratemporal neocortical resection for tumor \[[Figure 18](#F19){ref-type="fig"}\], cortical dysplasia \[[Figure 19](#F20){ref-type="fig"}\], intracortical scar \[[Figure 20](#F21){ref-type="fig"}\], or vascular malformation resection.

![A 22-year-old patient with hypoglycemia-induced asymmetric occipital scarring. Reconstructed 3D FLAIR sequence in axial (A), coronal (B), and sagittal (C) planes reveals asymmetric scarring in the occipital cortices, right more than left. fMRI was performed to assess the visual networks using flashing checkerboard stimulation. Activations were identified in the left occipital lobe, including the cuneus and lingual gyri, and within the calcarine sulcus and along its banks. No activation was seen in the right occipital lobe](IJRI-24-22-g020){#F18}

![A 61-year-old patient with left post-central gyrus anaplastic oligodendroglioma. Multiplanar 3D T1W sagittal (A), axial (B), and coronal (C) images reveal a large, sharply marginated lesion in the left parietal lobe involving the post-central gyrus and distorting the central sulcus. Right-hand finger tapping demonstrates robust activation in the left sensorimotor strip, along the anterior boundary of the tumor (D-F). Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) maps reveal ventral displacement of the ipsilateral corticospinal tracts (G-I)](IJRI-24-22-g021){#F19}

![A 28-year-old patient with refractory seizures. 3D FLAIR sequence shows focal cortical dysplasia in the medial cortex of the right frontal lobe, just anterior to the pars marginalis. Toe clenching demonstrates activation in right SM1 (yellow blob) immediately postero-medial to the dysplasia, separated by a shallow sulcus. The supplementary motor area \[SMA\] activation is located anterior to the dysplastic cortex. Finger tapping resulted in activation lateral to the dysplastic cortex in the hand knob (yellow blob)](IJRI-24-22-g022){#F20}

![A 33-year-old patient with a large cortical-subcortical scar in the right post-central gyrus. Left-hand clasping task generated activations in the right central sulcus, anteromedial to the scar, and in the SMA (red blobs). Lip puckering and tongue movement tasks generated activations anterior to the scar, with overlap between both activations, the tongue appearing lower (yellow blobs)](IJRI-24-22-g023){#F21}

Language tasks {#sec2-7}
--------------

Language-related functions were among the first to be localized to a specific location in the human brain. In the 1940s, Juan Wada\'s work established the role of intracarotid injection of sodium amytal (IAT) for selective hemispheric anesthetization. His pioneering work was used to minimize the cognitive side effects of ECT by preventing bilateral generalization of ECT-related seizure activity through temporary anesthetization of the language-dominant hemisphere. Over time, both IAT and clinical neuropsychological assessment have become the current mainstay of pre-surgical evaluation of patients with medically refractory epilepsy. IAT has numerous limitations, including its invasiveness, potential for complications, invalidation of studies due to anatomic or developmental variants, extreme time sensitivity, lack of standardization across centers, and lack of lateralization in some individuals. In view of these limitations, alternative options to IAT are being investigated, including event-related potentials, transcranial magnetic stimulation, ^15^O-PET, and functional MRI.

The fMRI has been used for well over a decade to investigate the cortical regions involved in language processing. In patients with TLE, the need for precise pre-surgical lateralization and localization of the language networks is critical, so as to assess the surgical feasibility and define the surgical margins. In right-handed individuals, the left hemisphere is the dominant hemisphere for language. Many studies show some degree of bilateral activation even in normal right-handed individuals.\[[@ref27][@ref28]\] However, in patients with epilepsy, atypical lateralization or bilateral representation may be present due to network reorganization. Using fMRI, Yuan *et al*., have demonstrated neuroplasticity of language function in pediatric epilepsy, which suggests that the recurrent ictus causes redistribution of language function in the developing brain to compensate for injury to the dominant areas or their neural networks.\[[@ref29]\] In left-handed individuals, fMRI experiments have demonstrated increased prevalence of right hemispheric dominance.\[[@ref30][@ref31]\] Non-dominant hemispheric activation may be related to the task complexity or the non-verbal aspects of language.

Based on the initial "language maps," in right-handed individuals, the Broca\'s area (left inferior frontal lobe activation area) and the Wernicke\'s area (left postero-superior temporal gyrus activation area), and their communications were considered as the principal language-related centers. Numerous studies including fMRI experiments have shown the following: frontal lobe activation extends beyond the Broca\'s area to include the dorsolateral and medial prefrontal cortex, and anterior cingulate gyrus; comprehension extends beyond the Wernicke\'s area to involve the left temporo-parietal regions and even the frontal lobe; and Wernicke\'s area is not the primary center for comprehension, with involvement of other areas including the middle temporal gyrus, angular gyrus, and supramarginal gyrus. Compared with IAT, fMRI is extremely useful to assess non-dominant hemispheric activation. Currently, the role of fMRI is not only restricted to lateralize language-based function to a particular hemisphere, but also to assess and localize the complex language networks. It is of note that fMRI does not differentiate between critical areas governing a particular function and those which only form a small link in the neural network and can be compensated by other parts of the network. Hence, to determine these links, it is vital to evaluate the fMRI data at low but statistically significant thresholds. The results published by Desmond *et al*.,\[[@ref32]\] and Binder *et al*.,\[[@ref27]\] have shown complete agreement between language lateralization and high concordance between IAT and fMRI. Benbadis *et al*.,\[[@ref33]\] questioned the data from Binder *et al*., and they found that the laterality index calculated solely on IAT speech arrest is not a valid indicator for lateralization of language dominance. Yetkin *et al*.,\[[@ref34]\] found a 100% concordance between fMRI data and IAT results in 13 patients with complex partial seizures in whom a word-generation task was used for language lateralization. However, a contrary view also exists as elucidated by Worthington *et al*., who demonstrated poor concordance between fMRI and IAT language lateralization.\[[@ref35]\]

There are two major considerations while designing the language-based tasks -- the modality of stimulus presentation, whether it is visual or auditory; and the mode of patient response, whether it is covert or overt. Auditory-based tasks result in activation of bilateral auditory cortices and posterior superior temporal gyrus, which represents the receptive language cortex. However, these seem to be less useful to detect language dominance, and subtraction models used to remove the primary auditory cortices also tend to remove activation areas, which may have been part of the broader language network. On the other hand, reading-based tasks tend to localize comprehension, processing, and verbal memory areas. The most common tasks used are the visual reading tasks, but in the case of young children and illiterates, pictures can be used instead of written stimuli.

The response to a stimulus can be covert wherein the subject "thinks" of the answer in the mind without verbalizing it. The advantage of this method of responding is that the subjects often report no performance anxiety, but the disadvantage is that subjects may not respond at all. On the other hand, the advantage of an overt "push button" response is that the subject can be monitored continually to check if they are responding, and also, the appropriateness of their responses can be checked.

A wide spectrum of robust visual language tasks is available at the clinician\'s disposal as follows:

Silent word generation: During this task activation, the subjects are instructed to generate as many words as they can that begin with the letter seen. Activation is typically visualized in the left inferior frontal gyrus, bilateral premotor cortices (left more than right), and left posterior temporal region.Silent verb generation (word or picture cues): In this task, the subject generates a verb for the noun seen (e.g. for the noun "chair," the subject has to think of the action verb "sit"). For young children or illiterates, pictures can be used instead of words and a picture of a "chair" is the stimulus instead of the word. Activation is typically identified in the left inferior frontal gyrus, bilateral premotor cortices (left more than right), and left posterior temporal regionSemantic decision: This task involves decision making regarding the stimulus and uses an overt push button response of either "yes" or "no." Thus, for example, a category and its example may be presented. If the example belongs to the category, the subject pushes the right button indicating a "yes," but if the wrong example is presented, then the subject presses the left button indicating "no." This is primarily a frontal language processing task, with activations typically visualized in the left inferior frontal gyrus, left prefrontal, lateral, and ventral left temporal, left posterior parietal, and visual word form regions in the fusiform gyrus. Sentence completion/comprehension: The reading activation blocks consist of a visual display of simple incomplete sentences with a blank space at the end, which requires completion based on the semantic meaning of the sentences. Subjects read each sentence and attempt to retrieve a word to complete the sentence. Activations are seen in the left fusiform gyrus (visual word form), postero-superior temporal gyrus and superior temporal sulcus, and inferior frontal gyrus.

So how do we do it? Our protocol {#sec2-8}
--------------------------------

We use visual tasks, words, as well as picture stimuli, and responses are either covert (think the answer in your mind) or overt (push the right button to indicate "yes" and the left button to indicate "no"). We have created the tasks in four languages -- English, Hindi, Marathi, and Guajarati. At our center, the subject is trained for the specific tasks by a neuropsychologist and it is critical that the task be performed in the language the subject is most proficient in. We would typically perform three language tasks, which include the "silent word generation," "silent verb generation," and the "sentence comprehension" tasks. In cases of subjects with diminished intellect, we would attempt only the "silent word generation" and the "picture verb generation" tasks.

At times, we are asked, "Isn\'t one language task enough to assess the language networks?" The answer is categorically no. Of note, reading-based language tasks may result in different areas of activation and dominance, which may suggest the presence of language reorganization \[[Figure 21](#F22){ref-type="fig"}\]. Moddel *et al*.,\[[@ref36]\] coined a term "bilateral dependent" in Wada testing, which indicates that both sides jointly participate in performing a given task and there is no evidence of functional segregation. However, in certain cases, language reorganization may be noted, with a subset of functions in one hemisphere and others relocated to the contralateral lobe. Rasmussen *et al*.,\[[@ref37]\] have reported similar functional dissociation using the Wada test, and Wilke *et al*.\[[@ref38]\] have reported similar findings in pediatric subjects with epilepsy. Anecdotally, the authors have seen similar results in language tasks performed on few subjects. At our institution, we primarily train our subjects to undergo the "silent verb generation" and the "sentence completion/comprehension" tasks. Additionally, we overlay multiple language datasets to obtain voxel-by-voxel correlation between activation maps and identify the most statistically significant regions involved in the language networks \[[Figure 22](#F23){ref-type="fig"}\].

![Functional dissociation of language networks. Semantic task (A) demonstrates lateralization to left inferior frontal gyrus and postero-inferior temporal lobe (green blobs). Silent word generation task (B) demonstrates no obvious dominance, with activations in the inferior frontal gyri, right middle temporal gyrus, and left superior and inferior temporal gyri. Silent verb generation task (C) demonstrates bilateral activations, left more than right (red blobs). Sentence completion task (D) demonstrate lateralization to left inferior frontal gyrus and postero-superior temporal gyrus and sulcus](IJRI-24-22-g024){#F22}

![A 16-year-old patient with poorly controlled seizures, scholastic difficulties, and behavioral issues. 3D sagittal FLAIR (A) image shows left anterior temporal polar cortical dysplasia extending into the superior cortical surface and entorhinal cortex. PET (B) demonstrates hypometabolism in the left anterior temporal lobe. Language fMRI tasks showed clear-cut left dominance. Overlay of activation maps generated from multiple tasks demonstrated no activation in the anterior temporal pole, with the posterior temporal activations located further from the dysplastic cortex](IJRI-24-22-g025){#F23}

The incidence of atypical language lateralization is increased in patients with focal epilepsy. Initial studies suggested that shifts in language dominance are likely when epileptogenic foci are in close proximity to the language-eloquent areas rather than in more remote regions such as the hippocampus \[[Figure 23](#F24){ref-type="fig"}\]. Contradictory to the initial reports, Weber *et al*.,\[[@ref39]\] demonstrated that patients with left hippocampal sclerosis showed less left lateralized language representations than subjects with left frontal or temporal lobe lesions, which suggested that the hippocampus seems to play an important role in the establishment of language dominance. Davies *et al*.,\[[@ref40]\] stated that the risk of naming decline following anterior temporal resection is lower in patients with hippocampal sclerosis vis-à-vis those with a normal hippocampus. Hamberger *et al*.,\[[@ref41]\] in their study, suggest that preserved naming ability in postoperative hippocampal sclerosis patients following anterior temporal resection might reflect cortical reorganization possibly due to intrahemispheric reorganization of language.

![Neuroplasticity and language reorganization in a left-handed 21-year-old patient with left anterior temporal, mesial temporal, parahippocampal, and fusiform cortical dysplasia. Covert verb generation task was performed in Gujarati language from visually presented color pictures. Activations were identified in the right hemisphere in the inferior frontal gyrus, inferior aspect of middle frontal gyrus, posterior aspect of superior and middle temporal gyri, and, in the visual receptive and perceptive areas (red blobs). The fMRI results showed language lateralization to the right hemisphere](IJRI-24-22-g026){#F24}

The interpretation of language fMRI results in the pediatric population represents an extreme challenge for the following reasons:

Many children with epilepsy have co-existent developmental delay and cognitive decline and are on long-term antiepileptic medications, which may diminish their capacity to undergo fMRI language testsIn healthy toddlers, language representation is still more bilateral.\[[@ref42]\] Various authors have also shown an increasing trend toward lateralization of the networks to the left perisylvian region until 18 years.\[[@ref29][@ref43][@ref44]\] Hence, a left-sided lesion occurring early in life may have diminished propensity to produce speech disturbanceIn subjects with early brain lesions, cortical reorganization seems to occur, resulting in bilateral or right hemispheric dominance. However, this finding is more often seen in patients with gliosis or neoplasms, rather than in MCDs, which have a tendency to retain language networks.

Memory tasks {#sec2-9}
------------

Numerous diagnostic tools have been used to predict the likely possibility of development of postoperative memory decline following a standard temporal lobectomy. In the last decade, fMRI techniques were used to evaluate the neural networks involved in memory encoding, especially focusing on contributions from the medial temporal lobe and amygdala. The development of memory paradigms has lagged behind that of language paradigms, primarily due to various challenges including lack of an ideal memory task with high specificity, variable paradigms, and discrepancies in analysis and interpretation. Memory is complex and diverse, and is broadly classified as explicit or implicit. Most fMRI studies are based on explicit-based paradigms, with only a few studies based on implicit-based paradigms.\[[@ref45]\] Forms of explicit or declarative memory include episodic memory, semantic memory, and working memory. Procedural memory may either be explicit or implicit. Most pre-surgical memory studies utilize encoding tasks to understand episodic memory. Golby *et al*.,\[[@ref46]\] used fMRI to assess lateralization of the encoding processes. It was found in this study that sentence completion tasks activated the inferior prefrontal cortex and medial temporal lobe more on the left, pattern encoding more on the right, and faces and scene encoding symmetrically on both sides. A study conducted by Powell *et al*.,\[[@ref47]\] reported that activation was left-lateralized for word encoding, bilateral for picture encoding, and right-lateralized for face encoding. Detre *et al*., used scene memory task in nine TLE patients and demonstrated 100% concordance between IAT and fMRI results, with clinically relevant activation asymmetries in the parahippocampal region in patients with TLE.\[[@ref48]\] The contrary view also exists, in which Dupont *et al*., demonstrate striking discordance between fMRI and IAT, with only 48% of their 25 patients showing concordance between both tests; however, the study noted that fMRI was better than IAT in accurately predicting postoperative memory changes.\[[@ref49]\] Memory decline following anterior temporal lobe surgery is a major concern, and current fMRI language paradigms have shown promise in predicting postoperative verbal memory decline after anterior temporal lobe surgery. Newer memory encoding paradigms, which produce greater activation of the anterior part of the mesial temporal lobe, would be more useful, when compared with current encoding paradigms, which result in activation of the mid and posterior aspects of the mesial temporal lobes. Though encoding tasks are useful, based on the current data, fMRI cannot be used in isolation to predict postoperative memory changes.

Challenges {#sec2-10}
----------

In clinical practice, performing pediatric fMRI studies is a challenge and may require the use of sedation. The aim of sedation is to have very limited or no effect on cerebrovascular response and neuronal metabolism. fMRI studies have been performed in pediatric patients with passive tasks, such as auditory and visual stimuli, and few authors have demonstrated drug-dependent anatomical variations in activation. More research is required to understand the effects of sedation on the neural networks and fMRI-generated activation maps. Anecdotally, we have attempted passive sensorimotor tasks under sedation using short-acting agents such as propofol and have repeatedly found inconsistent or poor results. Presently, we do not perform fMRI under sedation for sensorimotor tasksProgressive cognitive impairment is frequent in epilepsy patients. In adults, cognitive decline appears as attention deficits, memory disturbances, and mental slowing. In children, it is associated with behavioral decline, language difficulties, and poor academic outcome. This represents a serious challenge to train and elicit an adequate response from these patients. At our center, we train all our patients in advance with the help of a neuropsychologist or a physician. Post-procedural review is performed in each patient to ascertain task performancePhysiological artifacts arising from blood vessels and pulsatile cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) flow contaminate the echo planar imaging (EPI) BOLD signal at a miniscule and acceptable level. However, head motion results in serious contamination of the EPI-BOLD signal and often leads to the data being discarded. Our third party vendor has extremely stringent criteria for fMRI data processing, with a 5-mm cut-off for head motion in any one plane. Various techniques are available to restrict motion; however, in our practice, the most useful technique represents a combination of the following: performing fMRI tasks before structural MR studies, use of clinically relevant lesion-centric tasks which limit scan time, pre-procedural patient training, and also post-procedural reward-based system, especially for children. We also perform each task twice, but not in succession, to avoid repetition and conditioningCareful assessment of post-surgical outcome data would only be able to ascertain what the gold standard for language localization. At present, fMRI has the potential to replace IAT as the gold standard for "lateralization of language dominance". However, it must be noted that fMRI has still not achieved reliability to dethrone ECS from identifying surgical margins. Neuroplasticity and language reorganization is known in pediatric epilepsy, especially in left-handed individuals with mesial temporal or frontal pathologies. In relation to temporal surgeries, few caveats regarding fMRI still exist, and these include the following: different language tasks produce variable and inconsistent activation maps; inability to produce activation in the anterior temporal lobe; and poor understanding of the specificity of activation on fMRI studies. These suggest that further advances in development of such paradigms are needed, followed by a greater understanding of the patterns of activationUnlike the West, India is a multilingual nation, reflected by the numerous regional variations in each dialect. The patient background and level of education also affect language fMRI results. Hence, the performance of language-based tasks is an extreme challenge in our subset of patients. To overcome this, we perform each of our language studies as reading-based tasks in the primary language of our patients, with the texts available in English, Hindi, Marathi, and GujaratifMRI activation maps are principally dependent on fluctuations in BOLD signal achieved with neuronal activation. In the presence of a pathological entity such as a neoplasm or an AVM, alteration in the locoregional hemodynamics may produce a decrease or increase in the BOLD fMRI signal and lead to false-negative or false-positive fMRI results. In our practice, patients with intracranial vascular malformations or neoplasms always undergo MR perfusion to assess fluctuations in regional cerebral blood volume (CBV), CBF, and mean transit time (MTT). Alternatively, patients with extracranial pathologies, such as carotid artery stenosis or tumors of the carotid space, may diminish the intracranial blood flow and BOLD response. In such patients, proper clinical history and pre-test assessment including a dedicated study of the neck or angiogram may be pertinent.

Conclusion {#sec1-6}
==========

Pre-surgical mapping of the epileptogenic lesion and zone is vital to achieve seizure-free status. Currently, high-resolution MR imaging with 3 T using tailor-made epilepsy protocols has become a critical component in the routine clinical work-up of epilepsy patients. The addition of fMR imaging techniques, including sensorimotor, language, and memory tasks, has resulted in clinically robust pre-surgical mapping of the neural networks and eloquent cerebral cortex and in prediction of post-surgical deficits. However, presently, fMRI tests are not used in isolation in clinical practice, and supplementation via results obtained from IAT (Wada test), ECoG, or ECS tests is needed prior to surgical intervention. Improved understanding of data concordance achieved between these structural and functional techniques is important, and may pave the way for better treatment approaches. In future, the development of faster high-resolution magnets, better task designs, and stringent but clinically requisite post-processing algorithms may result in fMRI becoming a vital and possibly irreplaceable element in the algorithm governing pre- and post-surgical work-up of epilepsy patients.
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